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avy’ is the story of 
I I somebody moving to 

London. It’s a sort of 
modern day Disk Whittington 
(country bumpkin who became Lord 
Mayor of London and who had his life 
story turned into a pantomime during 
which people shout “turn again" and 
"behind you* for some reason) and 
it’s sung from the point of view of the 
people he’s leaving behind^’ 

Gary Clark, singer with Scottish 
threesome Danny Wilson, is talking 
about the group's spanker of a new 
single “Davy” with a. 

•prise1? 
because although I laracter of 
Davy is actually im iry, the Jtory 
is not a million miles aw 
real events that befell th 

themselves. 
Gary: “Mmmm... it’s quite sad 

really. It’s a dead personal sort of 
song and it’s about the time when 
Ged (Ged Grimes, the Wilson’s lanky 
double bassist) and I were really fed 
up because nothing was happening 
in Dundee. Kit (Kit Clark, plank- 
spanker with Ver Wilson) wasn't in 
the band, he was still at school at this 

time. So we did the classic move 
down to London in search of a record 

And - presto! - that was that! 
Except that it wasn’t really because, 
unfortunately for Danny Wilson, they 
found themselves in a bit of a so- 
called “pickle” situation. r 

Ged: “We are staying in this real 
cave (i.e. it wasn’t much cop) and 
there was a huge leaky puddle on the 
kitchen floor and a family of slugs 
who we shared theflat with! Anyway, 
our keyboards player at the time was 
with us and he wasn’t.jjpo Nappy so I 
washed his socks and choked him 
his tea but I thought, ‘Oh dear. . he’s 
not impressed, he's not going to 
stay!’ He left the next day!” 

Oh dear. Of course it’s an entirely 
different kettle of fish for The Wilson 
now that they’ve been swept aloft the 
swirlesque hurricane of pop stardom. 
But what do they do now that they 
don’t have to spend their time 
mopping up swimming pools in their 
kitchen and shivering their timbers 
off in dark and dank 
“accommodation”?Are they 
swanning off to hot and exotic lands? 
Er, no. 

Kit: “I don’t think we’re allowed to 
have holidays! We’ve got so much 
work lined up. Anyway, we're not a 
suntan group. If someone turns the 
light on or opens the curtains we get 
sunstroke!!!!” 

Well, in that case do they hang out 
in swank night spotsjbnd rub 
shoulders with rich fpl “famous” 
types? Criwens, nqfjbddly enough, 
The Wilson choose,^ spend their 
precious days off in the local “super” 
market! 

Gary: “Well, funn^ things happen 
to you in supermarkets! Especially 
when you’ve been on Top Of The 
Pops'.'. People wait until you've got 
your trolley full of toilet rolls and 
knickers and then they ask you for 
your autograph!” 

Ah, this business called "show” - 
fair does yer bonce in, eh?.. 9 





>> D on journo viewers! We're two living 
Dlegends called Chrissie Hynde from 

The Pretenders and All Campbell from 
UB40! If you cast your minds back a few 
aeons you'll recall we were a bit of a singing 
sensation together with our rendition of that 
croonsome old ditty "I Got You Babe" and 
now we're back a-lolling and a-swooning 
over each other with our new perv tweeting 
"Breakfast In Bed" which we think is rather 
groovy! We're back! Etc!" 

Oh! Numbers are quite a fancy thing ♦ 

WA°>t&6N2$ 
A-HA IN GREAT “SNIFFER” DOG ADVENTURE!! 



Meet Dee and Shirley Lewis: 

no % BIRTHDAYS 

This, viewers, is 
Shirley Lewis! She’s 
25 (or thereabouts, 

hem hem) and she’s 
been in the so-called 

situation with Luke from Bros!! And Shirley's iabout to prove herself a bit of a star in her own 
right with her first ever solo tweeting “(You Used 
To Be) Romantic”, which, according to her, is 
nothing to do with Luke whatsoever and more to 
the point... 
• She thinks Luke is a bit of a rum cove... 
"I’ve known him for ages. We went out together 
before Bros became really famous. We used to go to 
amusement arcades just for some fun and go for long 
drives. I met him when I was called to do a session foi 
Bros and we’ve all been friends ever since. We're 

f really good friends and they’re so nice. They’ve given 
me a lot of adyiee about how to dress and they’ve 
obviously got a lot of style themselves. I was into 
stretch-jeans before they told me to go out and buy 
myself a pair of 501’s!!” 

1 • She first appeared on Top Of The Pops 
^ when she was 15! 

“‘i, God! Yeah! I went along with my older sister 

• She’s the girl in the Yorkie ad!! 
“No! I'm not in the Yorkie ad! I sang it! I also sang a 
milk ad too. It’s really great doing those ads because 
you get paid loads of money for doing it and you get 
paid again every time the ad’s on the telly!” 
• She’s pals with George Michael.. . 
“I've sung backing vocals for loads of people: the Pet 
Shop Boys - they were brilliant - Billy Ocean, Elton 
John, Wham!, but my favourite is George Michael. We 
get on really well and I think that's important to him. 
Do you remember that single by Boogie Box High? 
Well, that was me and George! It’s so amazing 
because our voices sound exactly alike. When we did 
'Father Figure’ we were listening to the harmonies 
and I said to George ‘I can't tell who’s singing what 
here.' George agreed. He said that our voices 
sounded identical in places.” 
• She reckons Brosettes are rather 

l Mosley (Marillion) (35) 
Barry Manilow (42) 

Paul McCartney (45) 
Alison Moyet (27) 

20 John Taylor (Duran Di 

(The Communards) (25) 
Cyndi Lauper (32) 

Andy McCluskey (OMD) (27) 
Curt Smith (Tears For Fears) (27) 

Astro (UB40) (31) 
\ 25 George Michael (25) 
\ 26 Mick Jones (B.A.D.) (33) 
\ 29 Stedman Pearson (Five Star) (24) 

3X5 
CAN YOU GUESS 
WHOSE SISTER 

THIS IS, VIEWERS? 

la! She made me stand behind her and 
. mime the backing to her single! The 
| is I was wearing this long dress and a 
f huge white hat! Can you believe that?!” 

OoQAtn 
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Timelords DOCTORIN’ THE TARDIS 





Ade Edmondson. 

How on earth did he survive 

as a young one? 

*>> 

It’s not easy being young, gifted and broke. Especially 
not when you live in Pocklington. 

But that’s the situation a young Adrian Edmondson 
found himself in at school. So he decided to become a guitar 
hero in a serious rock band. 

He joined the Rancid Polecats. 
Pocklington, however, wasn't quite ready for the birth 

of a new super-group. 
There was only one thing for it. Ade ran away to sea. 
Unfortunately, Hull port was closed when he got there, 

so he ran back again. 
No-one was offering the Rancid Polecats a month-long 

tour of the Far East, Middle East or even East Yorkshire, so it 
was time to get a proper job. 

A penny arcade attendant in Scarborough seemed like 
a proper job. So Ade took it. However, he was then faced with 
the problem of where to put the pennies he was now earning. 

So after much careful thought, he walked into the first 
bank in Pocklington High Street. 

It was NatWest. To his amazement he wasn't thrown 
out. Instead he opened an account and we sent him a cheque 

and a cheque card*. 
But things have moved on since Ade was a lad. 
Nowadays, if you stay in credit we will give you 

free banking. 
Over two hundred NatWest branches are open on 

Saturdays, and we’ve got more branches and more twenty 
four hour Servicetills than any other bank. Consequently you 
can get to your money anytime you want. 

So if you want to open a bank account, come along 
jr local NatWest. 
Whether you’re a Rancid Polecat or not. 

«!»NatWest The Action Bank 

PRESS FOR t? 3 
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WATCH FOR 
• limited edition 3-track 12" 
• compact disc single 

erasure 
CHAINSOF LOVE 
REMIX 
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UP! ROLL UP!! 

Is 
“y<X 





BRYAN FERRY 

THE PASCAL 

GABRIEL MIX 

SEVEN INCH 

(VS 1066) 

AND 

TWELVE INCH 

(VST 1066) 





SMASH HITS ffl 
WIN HMV’S 

TOP TEN VIDEOS 
• ACROSS 

1 Was it answered by Danny Wilson? (5,6) 
7 Actress Farrow found fronting Miami Sound 

Machine? 
8 Number of men with that drum machine and trumpel 
9 Ms H Tithes forms a group that recently split (anag 

3,6) 
10 Without a flaw, like Fairground Attraction s hit 
11 Jellybean's Ms Bertei 
12 “Don't — Me This Way" (The Communards) 
15 Pat & Mick suggested we all do it 
16 Not Stock, nor Aitken 
18 They pumped up the volume (1,1,1,1,1) 
20 & 25 Need a loan? Relax - here’s that "Criticize" 

SD BETAMAX □ 

■a-§- 

/7... simply irresistible/7 

7 PICTURE DISC 

& 
7", 1 T, C. D. SINGLE 

ROBERT PALMER 
|nni 







move, 



T’PAU 

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION 

7" GATEFOLD SLEEVE 

(SRNG87) 

3-TRACK 12" DOUBLE-SIDED 

POSTER PACK 

(SRNTP87) 

& 

4-TRACKPICTUREC.D.SINGLE 

(SRNCD87) 

ALL FORMATS FEATURE 

NEWRECORDINGS 

"I WILL BE WITH YOU" 

Taken from the L.P. Cassette & C D. Bridge of Spies 
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▼ Tracey (left) and Melissa 
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CROSS MY HEART 

LIMITED EDITION POSTER PACKAGE AVAILABLE THIS WEEK 
651552 7/6/0 Produced by Pete Hammond for PWL CBS 





MOLLY RINGWALD 

* 

RANDALL BATINKOFF 

It’s about sticking around, 

TRI-STAR PICTURES PRESENTS A JERRY BELSO.N PRODl'CTlON AJOHN C. AVILDSEN FILM MOLLE RINGWALD “MAYBE BABY” RANDALLBATINKOFF KENNETHMARS MLSICBYBILLCONTI EDITORJOHXG.AATLDSEN 
WRITTEN BY TIM KAZURINSKY & DENISE DeCLUE PRODUCED BY JERRY BELSON .AND WALTERCOBLENZ DIRECTED BYJOHN G, AVILDSEN W 

STARTS FRIDAY 17th JUNE 
& CANNON HAYMARKET HCANNON CHELSEA lole • & CANNON OXFORD ST. Si 

i STREATHAM Cannon 
In TUNBRIDGE WELLS 
S TURNPIKE LANE 

ABERDEEN Cannon 
ALDERSHOT Cannon 
ASHFORD Picture Hoi 
BASILDON Cannon 
BASINGSTOKE Cannc 
BECKENHAM Cannor 

CRAWLEY Cannon 
CROYDON Cannon 

i DARLINGTON Cannoi 
DONCASTER Cannor 

GLENROTHES Kingsway 
GRAVESEND Cannon 
HAMMERSMITH Cannon 
HAMPSTEAD Cannon 

HASTINGS Cannon 

MANCHESTER 
Deansgate Cannon 

MANSFIELD Cannon 
v- 

NEWPORT GWENT Cannon 
NORTHAMPTON Cannc 
NORWICH Cannc 

SALTCOATS La Scala WALTHAM CROSS 

BOURNEMOUTH Cannon EDGWARE Cannor 

CATFORD Cannon 
CHATHAM Cannon 

GATESHEAD Metro 
GERRARDS CROSS 

n HIGH WYCOMBE Wycombe 6 NOTTINGHAM Cannon 
HI II I F»rancu,av Cannon NOTTINGHAM SaVOy 

NOTTINGHAM Showcase 
OXFORD 

George St Cannon 
• . 
KIRKCALDY Cannon 

PETERBOROUGH Cannon SOUTHEND Canr 
PLYMOUTH Cannon — ~- 

SHEFFIELD Crystal Peaks AMC Westbrook 10 
SIDCUP Cannon WATFORD Cannon 
SITTINGBOURNE Cannon WOODFORD Cannon 
SLOUGH Maybox YEOVIL Cannon 

LOUGHBOROUGH Curzon 
PORTSMOUTH Cannon 



Tir 9et 
JASON DONOVAN: Will he be the new Kylie Minogue? 

sss.« 

4 WHAT ON EARTH ARE BROS ON ABOUT? 

-sc' 
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INXS 
★ ★ ★ ★ 
ON SINGLE 

N EVER TEAR 
US APART 

LIMITED EDITION 7" POSTERBAG 

LIMITED EDITION 12" GATEFOLD SLEEVE 
Includes biography and extra tracks 

BURN FOR YOU • OLD WORLD, NEW WORLD 

ON ALBUM 
★ ★ ★ ★ 
KICK 

ON TOUR 

★ ★ ★ ★ 
JUNE 22 - GLASG0V'&ifi83!B 

JUNE 24-WEMBLEY ARENA 
JUNE 25- WEMBLEY m&P 
JUNE 26-BIRMINGHAM NEC 
JUNE27-BIRMINGHAM NEC 

a 
7" POSTER • INXSP11 -12" GATEFOLD • INXSG 1112 

7" • INXS 11 - 12" • INXS 1112 



(N° "“rNod/uleMda^e 2?)°" 'h'S) 
(Brother you’re much too le?e late) 

„JSS3SE... 

.51 
fgSS5 

(N0 ClTN0dauasUeS2e8 clause Z™ ^ 
(Brother you're much too late late) 
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YOU CAN HIDE UP TO 3 PAIRS OF STRING 

Y-FRONTS INSIDE THE PHILIPS CUBE. 



FRIDAY 24 JUNE AT 20.00 HOURS 

L«V E Wf R E 

ROCKL 
4« 

WITH PAT SHARP 

THIS FRIDAY YOU CAM HEAR THE LAST OF 
ANOTHER STAR STUDDED SERIES OF ROCKLINE 

THANKS TO THE THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WHOVE CALLED TO SPEAK TO GUESTS LIKE 
CLIMIE FISHER, KIM WILDE, BROS, JELLYBEAN AND FAIRGROUND ATTRACTION. 

ROCKLINE WILL BE BACK WITH ANOTHER SERIES IN THE AUTUMN. MEANWHILE TUNE INTO 
THE BIGGEST AND BEST INDEPENDENT RADIO STATIONS IN THE UK TO FIND OUT WHO YOU 

CAN TALK TO THIS FRIDAY. , 

« PHONE 0800 400400 
TO BOOK YOUR CALL 

(CALLS ARE FREE) 

MUSIC BOOKS 









NOTHING 

ADDED 

EVE RYTHING 

TAKEN 

AWAY 

Pure You 

New Fragrance Free 

Anne French* 

Deep Cleansing Milk 

Gently Floats Away 

Grease And Grime 

No Dirt 

No Make-Up 

No Fragrance 

Pure You 



SMASH HITS 
ANNOUNCEMENT: 

THE NEXT ISSUE OF 

SMASH HITS 
WILL BE AVAILABLE ON 

29 JUNE 1988 
WE FEEL SATISFIED THAT IT WILL MAINTAIN THE STANDARDS SET BY THIS 

PARTICULAR ISSUE I.E. IT WILL CONTAIN LOTS OF SONG WORDS AND 
BRILLIANT POSTERS AND POP STARS AND THINGS. 

IT WILL COST 48p 

WIN TICKETS TO 

MICHAEL 
JACKSON 
AT WEMBLEY STADIUM 

^ JULY 25TH 1988 

SIMON BATES HAS 25 PAIRS OF TICKETS FOR WHAT WILL 
UNDOUBTEDLY BE THE POP EVENT OF THE YEAR 

TO WIN YOUR PAIR OF TICKETS FOR THE CONCERT ANSWER THREE 
SIMPLE QUESTIONS. COMPLETE THE LIMERICK IN THE MOST APT AND 
ORIGINAL WAY AND COLLECT ONE FUJI DR90 AUDIO CASSETTE PACK TOP 



MAGS HTill [ 

cole 

NEW SINGLE 

7" 12" & C.D. SINGLE 

OUT NOW 
** C.D. INCLUDES PINK CADILLAC (TURBO MIX) 

□ □a 
■ is i 
HIS IS 

Personal 

- 1 Magne Furuholmen. 
■ - 1/11/62 in Oslo. 
Norway. 

- Yup, I've got one 
sister and two brothers. My 
sister’s name is Line, but my 
brothers' names are far too long, 
so just put T and T (they’re called 
Thorstein and Trygve actually - 
Ed). They're 15 and 17 years old 
and are both still at school, and 
Line, who's 20, is at college 
studying market research. 

. ■ . .. . No, 
but my family have a lot of pets - 
dogs, cats, sheep... they live on 
a farm you see. I think it would be 
rather unfair if I kept a pet 
because I travel around so much. 
I suppose the closest thing I've 
got to a pet is my cow-skin 
leather jacket, ha ha. (?) 

London - i thought that was, uh, 
a pretty well-known fact. 
Whereabouts? Heh heh heh, no 
chance mate. It's quite a nice flat, 
but I don't have a lot of furniture 
because I like to have very little to 
distract my mind when I’m 
resting. (??) I don't think I have 
one picture on my wall, but I do 
have a lot of pictures standing 
around me. I do a bit of painting 
in my spare time, so I keep my 
pictures around me - like 
children. (???) 

1.86 metres 
- that’s just over six feet, i was a 
very slow developer until I was 
about 16, then I grew about eight 
inches in one year, so I slept a lot 
that year. Why? Well you do 
when you grow, don't you? 

- One of my 
ancestors was a Norwegian king 
back in the Iron Age. He was a 
Viking, yes, but he was a big 
cissy. He used to dress up in 
women's clothes and hang out 
with the wandering minstrels. 

I meditate, mainly 
because I tend to get very tense 
and stressful during the day when 
we're touring, which we are now 
{in Germany). You just dear your 
head of all thoughts and relax. It's 
based on, em, some kind of 
Eastern rubbish I suppose. I also 
like to have a sauna sometimes 
too. Do I like it very hot? Yes, I 
usually pour vodka on the 
glowing stones and get really 
drunk heheheehee! 1 wouldn't 
recommend it though because 
sometimes it blows up... 

: Awhat? 
Oh! No, but sometimes when 
we re on stage, people throw 
these eight-foot blow-up whales 
at us during "Looking For The 
Whales". I’ve kept one at home. 

Paul Weller's had a big influence 
on me, so he would be interesting 
I suppose. Terence Trent D’Arby 
is a nice guy, but I’m not sure if 
he enjoys back-packing. No, it's 
not true that he threw a profiterole 
at me during the BPI Awards. He 
threw some stuff around and 
some of it did hit our table, but I 
don't think he was aiming at us. 
Tommy Cunningham? I’ve never 
heard of him. Ginger-haired 
chap? Oh well, good luck to him! 
Tiffany? What about her? No, I 
don't really fancy the idea. I think 
Paul Weller would be best, even 
though he might annoy me with 
his high-brow conversations. 
Back-packing is a serious 

lightly, you know. 

fife? What? Uuuuuh. . .. 
{wheezes furiously). I don't really 
perceive the world that way, but I 
think what you’re asking me is 
whether I'm happy the way I am 
or would I like to be someone 
else. And that’s a silly question. 

don’t cook my scrambled eggs in 
a saucepan. I’ve got a 

Yes! Punk was 
really important and it 
strengthened the whole music 
industry, so we need something 

No! It would scare me to death 
that one. Oh! We've got to go to 
the soundcheck. Last question! 

don't know any words that rhyme 
with Mags. Do you have any? 
Fags? That's not really my 
favourite. Bags, tags, rags.... 
don’t have any favourites. Any I , 
particularly dislike? Nope. (C"-'-1 

• > 

HUH 







George Harrison 
THE NEW SINGLE 

This Is Love 
ON 7”, 3-TRACK 12” & 3” CD SINGLE 

PRODUCED BY JEFF LYNNE AND GEORGE HARRISON 



You probably didn’t know that’s what “Kylie” means in the native Australian “tongue”. 
Or that she used to work behind the counter in a video shop. Or that. . . 

Ish and she used to 
good ballet dancer: 
iphie-- 

the garage") and her dad is 
called Ron (he's an 
accountant). 
• She was born on May 28, 
1968 at Melbourne's 
Bethlehem Hospital. 
• As a toddler she was very 
good at elastics (?), to her 
continual pride - "it's much 
harder to do if you're small." 
• She used to like creating 
things, sewing in particular, 
rather than going out to play 
netball with the other girls. 
Now she frequently makes and 
wears her own "creations". "I 
like having something that 

sSSSStS* 

• After a long gap she started 
acting again by getting a part in 
a mysterious soap opera called 
The Henderson Kids. Then she 
got the part of Charlene in 
Neighbours. 

• One of the top selling ranges | 
of novelty clothes in Australia 1 
at the moment are "1 Hate Kylie 1 
Minogue" t-shirts and caps. 1 
• She can play the flute and 
the piano. 

• She's not very tall. (5'1", 
actually). 
• She wishes that she could 
have had a year off to go on 
the "hippie trail" (when 
teenagers leave school and 
decide to investigate 

• There are continual rumours 
that she's going out with (and, 
additionally, splitting up with) 
her Neighbours co-star Jason 
Donovan but they have both 
consistently denied it... 

alternative lifestyles, live up 
trees, talk to spiders and 
pepper their conversation with 

happening vibration" and "hey 

my moolis in Aquarius"^ "A 
lot of my schoolmates are 
doing that now and they're just 
hanging^loose without a care in 

HP: 
lilip- 

SSI 
England t^ record TshoSld Be , 

SSSSSs 
SSSal^ 
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ETOOUW’ “GOOO G/?OOI/iF” “fiM O YOU MG SKOWE 

AMD THEEEOFtTHCOMIMG SIMGEE “WE'VEGOT THE^IUICE 
AMD CD IMCEUDE TWO EXTFtA TFtACKS “HOCK THE 

YOUMG BFtOTHEFt (EXTEMDED Ft EMIX)” 0p«<«w» £|p) 
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FREE £1,000,000!! 
With every copy of Q MAGAZINE* 

PLUS 
mind-boggling marvy 

FREE PHOTO BOOK!!! 
including “timeless” portraits of amazing pop 

“legends” like MADONNA TERENCE 
“TROUT” D’ARBY BONO MORRISSEY 

MICHAEL JACKSON PRINCE SADE 
MARC BOLAN (who?) 

Plus large, massive, COLOSSAL, 
COMPLETELY AND UTTERLY FLIPPING 

BIG copy of the new issue of rock music monthly 
the world and his whippet are calling 
“Magazine Of The Ruddy Year, Mate”. 

Q MAGAZINE 
Sort of out now 

*Sorn-. The FREE £1,000.000 was a birrovafib. 



WIN TICKETS TO 

MICHAEL 
JACKSON 

^ J U LY 2 5 T H 1988 

SIMON BATES HAS 25 PAIRS OF TICKETS FOR WHAT WILL 
UNDOUBTEDLY BE THE POP EVENT OF THE YEAR 

TO WIN YOUR PAIR OF TICKETS FOR THE CONCERT ANSWER THREE 
SIMPLE QUESTIONS. COMPLETE THE LIMERICK IN THE MOST APT AND 
ORIGINAL WAY AND COLLECT ONE FUJI DR90 AUDIO CASSETTE PACK TOP 



To hear the latest Gallup Top 20 
rundown in full, just ring Mike 
Smith on 0898 700 8 00. To hear 
any individual track, simply ring 

L TVE WTR E 

details. 



sinning po 
finds hang ...ids hang-gliding the ideal 
form of relaxation. Take French 
poutress Desireless, for 
example. So besotted is she 
with being a bird (near enough) 
that she has bought several 
flimsy hang-glider “""" at £4,000 
each for her pals in an effort to 
convert them to this incredible 
“sport". "She is quite an 
eccentric," peeples her 
"spokesperson" "observantly". 
"She says she wants to hang- 
glide oft Nelson's Column to, 
get a bird's eye view of London 

It's illegal, ol course, and no 

• Hobbies ol The Rich And 
Famous Pari 2: Moose 
Collecting. I?) When one is an 
international acting tiddler one 
often finds moose collecting 
the ideal form of relaxation. 
Take Canadian fresh-face 
Michael "J.” Fox, for 
example. So besotted is he 
with the self-same Canadian 
beast that all around his' 

on super-sw 

' a spa big eno 
pie. a built-in t 

video and TV and a fireplace 
with a “hearty'' roaring fire in 
it. Quoth Michael: “Someday 
someone will figure out I'm 
this ugly tittle runt from 
Canada with hockey scars on 
his body and the whole 
—- ---go out of the >m thing will go oul 

iw!" [???) Gorksi... 

•Horror upon horrors, The 

rwccv 
Richard and wee potato-faced 
me —compete with three 19 
year old boys called Bros? 
We're doing this single and 
then I'm going to France to 
work on some solo records and 
Richard's doing an LP with 
Sandie Shaw (ancient 
songstrel famous for not 
wearing any shoes and once 

’ The 
Smiths). And when we come 
back we want to do something 
completely different. I don’t 

Aiutterings 

International acting tiddler Michael "J.” Fox has apparently gone 
completely off his rocker, filling his snoot-mansion with sculptures 

and drawings of that lovable Canadian beast, the moose. . . 

~Listen MiWAFL 3- 
ms JACUZZI (SMt 
BIG ENOUGH FOR 
SIX OF US I 

feeding a tasty carrot-styled 
—ck to Olympic dressage 

■ant Tufty the mule... But 
wait! That’s not th 
and the “Captain"._ 

in staggering tact, the 
ith Tulty at 

---„....tg fact, the 
towering Canadian lovelettes 

and conductor and a snoot 

ck back. It doesn't want 

perversion. 
"There's also the censorship' 

aspect (that local authorities 
will feel they most censor any 
artists ol any sort who present 
homosexuality as 1acceptable \ 
I read that already local 

ng The Communards tor 
rts. So I'm very glad we 
and Chris was glad too. 
just such a brilliant 
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Smash Hits 


